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SEED MINI SWING
Kids have tons of work developing who they are,
discovering the world, playing and learning...
Choosing the right furniture will make their
journey to become a grown-up a little easier.
Transform
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The SEED mini

collection is all about comfort and style and is
especially suited for the youngest ones. Various
models in vibrant colors allow almost limitless
combinations. The collection represents a style
kids can grow into, ensuring a perfect fit for every
learner from preschool to first grade.
The SEED MINI SWING chair is a sustainable but
lightweight chair. It can be easily moved around, even
by the smallest ones. The SEED MINI SWING is available
with bamboo or plastic seat shell. It has an open front
C-Frame to support movement.
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The plastic shells are made of pure polypropylene.
The applied technique of injection molding allows us
to use this material in a massive form. The use of pure
polypropylene is not only ecological, it’s also pleasant
to touch and softer compared to shells with addition of
e.g. glass fibers. As a result the shells are very durable
and perfectly recyclable. Color options are distinguished
and formal or vibrant and lively, matching the interior
concept. You can create a ‘unified’ look while combining
shells and frames of the same color or obtain for a color
combination to feature a contrast between the shell and
frame. The front surface is smooth and easy to clean.
While the back of the shell is has a stylish, geometrical
pattern.
ULTRALIGHT FRAME

The chair has a lightweight aluminum C- frame with a
diameter of 25mm. The frame has an open front. This
‘active’ frame supports the movement of the user. The
chairs can be stacked on the table, clearing the floor
space, which facilitates easy cleaning of the room.
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TECHNICAL DATA
(A) CHAIR HEIGHT (B) SEAT HEIGHT

(C) CHAIR WIDTH (D) SEAT WIDTH

WEIGHT

63 cm

30 cm

41 cm

32 cm

- gr

67 cm

34 cm

41 cm

32 cm

- gr
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